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FIRST SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON SEQUEL IN OVER 100 YEARS - FOR RELEASE
ON OCTOBER 13
THE NEXT EPIC BLOCKBUSTER MOVIE

PARIS - SEATTLE, 13.10.2015, 13:39 Time

USPA NEWS - "Return to Robinson Island" from bestselling author TJ Hoisington is the first Swiss Family Robinson sequel in over
one hundred years. Based on the original 1812 Swiss Family Robinson novel, "Return to Robinson Island" picks up where Johann
David Wyss left off over 200 years earlier with a...

"Return to Robinson Island" from bestselling author TJ Hoisington is the first Swiss Family Robinson sequel in over one hundred years.
Based on the original 1812 Swiss Family Robinson novel, "Return to Robinson Island" picks up where Johann David Wyss left off over
200 years earlier with a with a whole new adventure. The book is scheduled for release on October 13, 2015. 

Synopsis:

"Return to Robinson Island" begins 15 years after the Robinson family became shipwrecked on a remote island in the East Indies. The
year is 1815. Ernest Robinson is 27 years old, and a 1st Lieutenant in the British Royal Navy. When Ernest's commanding officer,
Captain Charlie, is court-martialed for war crimes, Ernest is forced to tell the truth even if his testimony sends his former Captain to
prison. Meanwhile, to the surprise of the Robinsons, a vast trove of treasure is found on the island, and the Robinsons soon find
themselves in mortal danger when Captain Charlie vows to make the treasure his own.  

"I began writing the book eleven years ago when my children were young. I would tell my children late night stories that emphasized
family values, wholesome living and the ability to survive against any obstacle. The Robinsons were faced with many of the same
challenges that exist in the world today ““ that threatened families, nations, and freedom." ““ TJ Hoisington

Original Story:

The original Swiss Family Robinson adventure story was written by Johann David Wyss and published in 1812. This classic depicts a
family who lost all their possessions following the French Revolution and sought refuge in England. However, they ultimately decided
to make their new home in Port Jackson, Australia. At the time, there was much excitement in the pursuit of sharing the light of the
gospel with distant lands. William Robinson, the father, had been a pastor in Switzerland and was excited to spread the “good word“�.
His plan was to become a free settler and use his knowledge, both practical and theory, to open a church in the new land.

Unfortunately, while sailing from England to Australia, the family becomes shipwrecked and learns to survive on a remote island.

During their journey to Port Jackson, they stopped by the island of Otaheite to gather provisions. Leaving the island, they sailed off the
coast of New Guinea when a violent storm arose that drove their ship violently off course. For days, they were tossed to and fro in the
midst of a terrible storm until eventually they landed upon a remote island in the East Indies. When the storm subsided, the Robinsons
searched the ship only to find they were the only survivors.

The Robinson family abandoned the ship and made the remote island their new home. They learned to survive and thrive using the
natural resources on the island. Swiss Family Robinson exquisitely details how the Robinsons used the natural resources surrounding
them to facilitate their survival. It is a stunning account of the power of values and relationships that allowed the Robinsons to live in
peace and abundance. In essence, Johann David Wyss taught his family how to survive and love.
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